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Introduction
Patients are being provided with increasing access to their
medical data through mechanisms such as patient portals1
and the Summary Care Record.2 This reflects a growing
expectation from patients that this data will be available to
them. There are also further drivers for increasing this
access to their images, including a focus on patient-centric
care that has garnered support from political organisations
as evidenced by the ‘any qualified provider’ agenda embedded in the Health and Social Care Act 2012.3
Patients are currently in a position to access their images
via a variety of mechanisms. These include face-to-face
access supervised and facilitated by a clinician or remote
unsupervised access through the provision of copies via
mechanisms such as Sectra’s Image Exchange Portal.4 Each
mechanism provides both benefits and risks to the patient.
However, little work has been undertaken to investigate
these benefits and risks or how patients might have their
images shared with them both safely and effectively.5
This article considers the requirements for sharing
patients’ images with them in such as way as to maximise
these benefits and mitigate the concomitant risks. It
describes the results of primary research conducted with
patients and clinical imaging experts in order to elicit their
perspectives on this subject.

Methods
This research included two main phases. Initially, questionnaires were used to gather data from patients and experts
regarding their perspectives surrounding the benefits and
risks inherent to the image sharing process. In phase two,
this data was used to form the basis for semi-structured
interviews with a subsample of these groups in order to gain
a greater depth of understanding on the enablers and barriers to this process.

In total, 403 usable questionnaires were returned from
patients (n=282) and clinicians (n=121). From these it was
found that the majority of both patients (88%) and clinicians
(82%) consider that it is a good idea to share patients’
images with them. The reasons for wanting to share images
differed between the groups. Patients wanted to see their
images for the reasons including:
• to improve their understanding of their health condition;
• to facilitate improved communication with their clinician;
• to empower them to engage in partnership with their clinician;
• to assist them to understand and follow health advice
given to them (figure 1).
Clinicians also provided reasons for their support
including:
• to encourage communication with their patients;
• to promote patient trust in health information provided;
• to motivate patients to follow the health advice provided
(figure 2).

Interview results
The interview results revealed the requirements for safe and
effective image sharing. These included, but were not limited
to, recognition that image sharing should be a patient-led
process. There was an acknowledgement from both groups
that images may be confusing or alarming for patients and
patient preferences should be taken into account when considering sharing these. Further, it emerged that this process
might be more helpful to certain types of patients such as
expert patients or those who have long-term conditions. It
was also found that the type of imaging should be considered
before sharing. For example, some modalities are more complex and difficult to understand than others (eg a conventional radiograph versus an MRI sequence). Equally, the
type of finding demonstrated requires consideration. Both
patient and expert respondents reflected that some patients
may not wish to view evidence of certain types of pathology
such as carcinomas. Additionally, some practical considerations also emerged, including factors such as who should
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Figure 1
Patient agreement with proposed benefits – deviation from neutral. Values have been rounded up.
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Figure 2
Expert agreement with proposed benefits – deviation from neutral. Values have been rounded up.
share the image in face-to-face interactions (the clinician in
charge of the patient was almost universally suggested for
this role) and the requirement for resources to support this
process. Resources identified included time, space, equipment
and training for the clinician.

Discussion
There are various reasons why patients would like access
to their images, although this wish to see images is not universal among all patients and some may find this process
more beneficial than others. Clinicians are also supportive
of this process and consider it to be potentially beneficial.
It should be kept in mind, however, that there are requirements for ensuring that the benefits are realised. These
requirements differ dependent on whether the patient will
access the images independently or under clinical
supervision.
For independent access, there is a need for supporting
information to be provided with the images. This needs to
go beyond a copy of the formal report which may in itself
be confusing for patients. This research proposed the provision of an interpretive layer including information such as
a simplified report in layman’s terms, labelling of anatomy
and pathology, links to relevant trusted information through
sources such as Patient,6 the NHS website7 or NHS 111
online.8 Additionally, patients require an opportunity to discuss their imaging with a clinician or to ask questions either
through a face-to-face appointment or through an online
mechanism.
For face-to-face sharing, clinicians also had specific
requirements. Beyond the resource implications mentioned
above, there were further training and education needs identified. These included providing clinicians with relevant communication skills to support them in sharing the images
with patients. Clinicians also require sufficient knowledge
of relevant conditions and patient pathways to enable them

to answer patient questions regarding the implications of
any findings. Additionally, clinicians require training to provide them with the image interpretation skills necessary to
enable them to talk through the image with the patient and
answer questions that might arise regarding the image
appearances.

Conclusion
The results from this research show that there is an appetite
for giving patients access to their images. However, several
issues need to be addressed to ensure that the benefits of
so doing are realised.
As technology advances and patients expect more control
over their own health and health-related data, it is incumbent on healthcare professionals to develop a meaningful
strategy in order to achieve maximum benefit from this
process.
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